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と，線分の集合
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および，インシデンス，
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のうちで. a)線分の長さ. b)角の大きさ. C)面積，
d)与えられた座標軸との位置関係などに拘束を受けな
い図形の錨象モデルの記述になっている。一般に上記の































写像 f: O. → 0， ・…・…一.............・H ・H ・H ・'(8)
が全単射であって，かつ./および/の逆写像，

































































また，定~2 より悶 2 の前身頃原型0，は円 S と位相向
















点、 S. S・を門局上の点 t. t'にそれぞれ対応ずりる。 図
ーlの場合と問機の理由で，後身頃原型も前身頃原型と同
じく円と位相同型である。したがって定義3から図ー 3は
S. 0，. O2の同値関係を表わした図となっている ことが
わかる。
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L，=ゐ(t，. t" ..一.p山 ρ，)………仰
とlつの式で与えられる。
九についても同様な方法で作図方法を与えるとすれば，
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図-6.5 シャツ ・力ラ ー
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Summary 
This paper describes and discusses the theory of inducing the garment figures by the topological invariants inthe 
computer-aided design system. The application of the theory to collar design is demonstrated 
In a traditional apparel design process， drawings are employed to represent the shapes， dimensions， locations， 
connections. Drawings are normally employed in performance of those design functions which require the designer 
to check for his design silhouette. But although such a straightforward technique for describing dress patterns may 
be suitable for some purposes. it tends to prove inadequate as a basis for automated performance of the complex-
garment design synthesis and evaluation functions involved in apparel design. 
For these purposes， an incident basis system (that is a structure of abstract algebra) capable of representing 
apparel toplogy and geometry. 
The representational techniques so far have al been based on explicit representation of spatial domains. This 
approach differs from that followed in traditional pattern drawings. where spatial domain are implicity represented 
by drawing edge-lines in computer memory. 
In one sense topology is the study of continuity : when one shape or curve can be distorted into another. following 
homomorphism theorom， they are said to be "homeomorphic to" one another. A principle of the geometric structural 
change of a pattern that is based on the homomorphism is presented. To generate the ten version of the tailored 
collar， topological invariant (neighbourhood system) holds on during the drafting cycle. 
Induced garment figures. i. e. nine collar design silhouette giv.e the goodness needed for this study 
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